
 

 

 

 

SoundSwitch
SoundSwitch is a cutting edge hardware/software bundle
that lets users create DMX lighting displays that are played
back in time with audio files when played back live in Serato
DJ. It allows DJs and lighting designers the ability to sync
lighting visuals with live audio seamlessly. SoundSwitch is a
powerful tool that allows you to create customized lighting
effects and cues along side and in time with music files. It has
been designed with timeline editing tools familiar to anyone
with experience using audio or graphic design software
providing a user experience that is both functional and
familiar. SoundSwitch gives DJs the tools to create their own
lighting displays and the connection to play these back
without compromising the freestyle nature of their live
performance. It puts live control in the DJs hands and
enables them to play any song, in any order, while their
lighting remains in sync.

Download link at https://soundswitch.com/#download
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Highlights

Proprietary plug and play DMX interface for SoundSwitch software  

Compatible with Windows® and Mac OS X systems

Custom light show creation through DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) style workflow

Autoloops make light show creation easy

Cloud-based fixture library with daily updates

Master Track and Autoloops play across all venue setups

Lighting runs automatically in performance mode so DJ can concentrate on the music

Light shows sync to tempo changes, scratching and other performance techniques

Maps to DJ hardware

Transmits one DMX universe

Integration with Serato DJ
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Specifications

DMX Connectors: 3-pin XLR
Input Voltage: 5 V, USB
Weight: 0.4 kg
Dimensions: 128mm x 79mm x 38 mm
Approvals: FCC, CE, RCM
DMX Refresh Rate: 35 Hz

What's Included

SoundSwitch DMX interface
USB cable
Quick Start Guide
SoundSwitch sticker
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